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+442890099700 - https://yosushi.com/restaurants/belfast

Here you can find the menu of Yo! Sushi Belfast in Belfast. At the moment, there are 15 meals and drinks on the
food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What EmzaW likes about Yo! Sushi Belfast:

I visited a year ago and it had went downhill with a limited menu and staff unsure of what they were doing.
Decided to give it another go and so glad I did! It's back to pre-covid with an excellent menu, delicious food and

top service. Thank you for the major improvement. read more. The diner and its premises are wheelchair
accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physical limitations, Depending on the weather, you can also

sit outside and be served. What emj P doesn't like about Yo! Sushi Belfast:
Used to be my favourite place to eat, I have not been in a while, it’s went down hill so much, everything is so

worn, it needs a referb, the staff were not overly friendly, service was slow. Sushi was not rolled properly and was
splitting apart. The dish that the ginger and wasabi came in was so badly stained or just dirty I wasn’t going to
risk eating from it. Seats all ripped. Floor was filthy. Sad to say I won’t b... read more. The visitors love it when
Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly what you can expect at the Yo! Sushi Belfast from Belfast,
with its successful Asian fusion cuisine - the perfect blend of familiar meets the adventurous world of fusion
cuisine, Delicious particularly are the Sushi and delicacies like Sashimi that this place is known for. Yo! Sushi

Belfast uses a lot of fresh vegetables, fish and meat for its healthy Japanese cuisine, on the menu there are also
a lot of Asian dishes.
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Appet�er�
PONZU EDAMAME

Appet�er
TRUFFLE EDAMAME

Desser�
MOCHI

Chicke�
CURRY CHICKEN

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Starter� & Sid� Dishe�
CHICKEN GYOZA

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
CHEESECAKE

Kid� Favourite�
CUCUMBER MAKI

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

SUSHI -CLASSICS-
AVOCADO MAKI

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

Gyoz�
VEGGIE GYOZA

PRAWN GYOZA

MEGA TERIYAKI GYOZA

MEGA KOREAN GYOZA
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 12:00-20:00
Monday 11:00-21:00
Tuesday 11:00-21:00
Wednesday 11:00-21:00
Thursday 11:00-21:00
Friday 11:00-21:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
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